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Abstract

Requirements on the backup discharge system of
spillways

Erik Åslund

Hydropower is the largest producer of 
renewable electricity in Sweden with a 
yearly mean production of 65TWh. A key 
aspect of hydropower is its’ ability to 
store energy in dams and therefore being 
able to adjust the production to the 
energy consumption. Since each river 
system in Sweden is different each dam 
is unique. The focus on dam safety 
issues has increased in Sweden during 
the last 15 years. SMHI has created more 
accurate flow models and new dam safety 
ideas have been obtained though 
international collaboration. The RIDAS 
guidelines for dam safety govern the 
hydro power companies’ dam safety work. 
Dams are rated after the consequence of 
a dam breach. The consequence class of a 
dam puts demands on the backup system. A 
consequence class 1 dam is to be 
dimensioned to withstand a 10000 year 
flow and is also required to have a 
backup system installed. In accordance 
to the demands set by RIDAS, Fortum have 
decided to do dam investigations called 
FDU on a regular basis. Due to a focus 
on dam safety Fortum are conducting dam 
safety increasing projects on several of 
their dams. Backup systems can be 
designed in many different ways and must 
be customized to fit the properties of 
the dam. By analyzing the river system, 
how the dam is designed and what the 
surroundings look like conclusions about 
what is needed in terms of backup system 
can be drawn.
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Sammanfattning 

Vattenkraften är den största producenten av förnybar el i Sverige, med en genomsnittlig 
årsproduktion på 65 TWh. En viktig aspekt av vattenkraften är att den har möjlighet att 
lagra energin i dammar och på så sätt anpassa produktionen till energikonsumtionen. 
Eftersom varje vattendragen i Sverige är väldigt olika så är varje damm unik.   

Fokus på dammsäkerhet frågor har ökat de senaste åren, SMHI har skapat mer korrekta 
modeller för flöden och nya tankar om dammsäkerhet har hämtats från utlandet. 
Riktlinjer för dammsäkerhet (RIDAS) styr vattenkraftsbolagens dammsäkerhetsarbete, 
dammar ordnas efter konsekvenserna av ett dammbrott. En damms konsekvensklass styr 
kraven på reservdrift systemen för den. En konsekvensklass 1 damm ska klara av ett 
10000 års flöde och ska ha ett reservdrift system installerat. Avbördningen kan lösas på 
flera olika sätt. Genom att ha en överströmningsdel på dammen så kommer avbördningen 
helt styras av vattennivån och genom att montera dammluckor så kan man reglera 
avbördningen efter behov.  

För att bedöma en damms förmåga att klara olika tänkbara scenarion så har Fortum tagit 
fram en analysmodell baserad på ett riskanalys system som är skapat av Desmond 
Hartford för användning i den kanadensiska vattenkraften. Tio olika möjliga feltyper 
analyseras men i denna rapport berörs endast feltypen -ÖL-, överströmning av luckor 
p.g.a. utebliven eller otillräcklig lucköppning. Sannolikheten för att varje delfel ska 
uppkomma skattas och därefter beräknas sannolikheten att ett dammbrott ska inträffa.  
  
Reservdriftssystem kan se väldigt olika ut och måste anpassas till varje damms behov. 
Genom att titta på en vattendragets egenskaper, på hur dammen utformad och hur 
omgivningen ser ut så kan man dra slutsatser om hur reservdriftsystemet bör utformas.  

Det finns många olika typer av dammluckor och beroende på lucktyp så finns det olika 
sätt att manövrera dem, dessa system kan delas upp i mekaniska och hydrauliska system. 
Historiskt sätt så dominerar mekaniska system men fler och fler hydrauliska system 
installeras. Det är enklare att installera reservdrift system för hydrauliska system och de 
fel som uppstår är lättare att lösa.  

För dammar med snabb stighastigheter och lång responstid för personalen så blir 
automatik- och fjärrstyrsystemen väldigt viktiga och detta ställer höga krav 
tillförlitligheten hos det elektriska systemet. Genom ha flera strömkällor och separerade 
kabelvägar så minskar man riskerna för att ett fel ska slå ut hela elsystemet. Batterisystem 
som automatisk reservkraft har en väldigt hög tillförlitlighet men en reservgenerator har 
fördelen av att kunna producera mer effekt under en längre tid. Detta medför att 
batterisystem bör installeras på dammar där tiden för vattennivån att nå tätkärnan är kort 

Genom att installera lyftöglor på dammluckorna och förstärka dammen så att en lyftkran 
kan stå på den så skapar man ett helt redundant system dock så är denna lösning beroende 
av hur farbara vägarna är i samband med hög flödes situationer. 
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Dam Safety Interest Group (an international 
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ETA Event Tree Analysis 

FDU

Safety Evaluation of Existing Dams (Fördjupad 
dammundersökning) 

FMEA Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 

FTA Fault Tree Analysis 
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96 

A model for simulation the inflow into a recervoir 

(Hydrologiska Byråns Vattenbalansavdelning) 
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Catastrophic protection system (System designed to 
open designated spillways) (Katastrofskydd) 

OC Operations Center (DriftCentral DC) 

OM Operations and Maintenance crew 

RIDAS

Power industry’s guidelines for dam safety (Riktlinjer 
för dammsäkerhet) 
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1  Introduction 
The hydropower industry has grown during the 20th century with larger dams and 
reservoirs as a consequence and dam safety has become a major issue during that time. 
2.2 % of all dams built before 1950 collapsed sometimes during their lifetime compared 
to dams built between 1950 and 1986 when only 0.5% of the built dams have collapsed. 
Most dam breaches occur during the first 10 year of a dam’s life and half of the dam 
breaches happen during the first four years. Overtopping is the most common reason for 
dam failures for embankment dams and masonry dams followed by internal erosion. For 
concrete dams the most common failures are failures due to internal erosion and the shear 
strength of the dam [1]. Embankment dams are the most common dam type in Sweden, 
insufficient discharge capacity is therefore one of the most important aspects of the dam 
safety work. Installation of spillway gates is the most common approach to solve the 
discharge need for Swedish dams. In Sweden the dam safety has become a focus issue 
during the last 15 years and the ideas from international safety work has been 
implemented in the Swedish system through commitments in dam commissions and 
through knowledge acquisition for other safety important activities such as the space and 
nuclear industry. The focus on safety due to better ways to asses the potential flow and 
new guidelines for dam safety, where dams have been divided into different classes 
depending on the consequence of a dam breach, has led to a wave of refurbishments of 
Swedish hydropower dams. A large part of the responsibility of refurbishments of 
Fortum’s dams is handled by staff at Fortum Service HWE who often act as project 
managers during the refurbishments. Almost all hydropower dams in Sweden are 
individually built which makes every refurbishment unique and therefore difficult.  

1.1  Purpose of the thesis 

The purpose of this thesis is to provide Fortum Service HWE with a checklist which can 
be used in the design phase of dam safety projects, to ensure that the most appropriate 
backup for the discharge systems for the dam in question are chosen and installed with 
special regard to the maneuvering of the gates.  

1.2  Problem formulation 

The varied conditions and demands at dams put different demands on the backup 
systems. The thesis will help finding a structured system to make sure dams get backup 
systems that are appropriate, with regard to the dam safety demands and conditions at 
each specific dam. 

1.3  Method 

The strategy is to get an overview of the back-up systems, and the factors affecting the 
needed design of back-up systems, by analyzing the spillway system of several different 
dams with respect to their individual design and hydrological conditions. An 
understanding of Fortum’s view on the dam safety requirements in whole and with 
respect to the selected dams has been obtained by contacts with personnel at Fortum. 
Literature and theses in the dam safety field have been studied.  
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1.4  Boundaries 

During the studies in this thesis only dams belonging to Fortum in Sweden marked as 
Class 1, which is the highest consequence level, and Class 2 with a quick rise time are 
taken into consideration. Neither collapsible dams such as fuse plugs nor the reliability of 
the automation system will be taken into account. Problems due to errors by the OC and 
personnel on site will not be regarded since it is hard to assess the probabilities of errors, 
if the personnel can reach the site on time and there is a problem that can be solved by the 
crew it is assumed that they will manage to fix it.
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2  Dam Safety in Sweden 

2.1  Design Flood 

In 1990 the Committee for Design Flood Determination, an organization formed by the 
Swedish hydropower industry and SMHI, published guidelines for the dimensioning of 
water flows in dams. The inflow is calculated where the main focus is put on two 
different flows, a 10,000 year flow also called “class 1 flow” which has been 
hydrologically modulated by combining different flow parameters creating a worst case 
scenario and a 100 year flow, also called “class 2 flow” using frequency analysis. The 
flows are estimated using the HBV96 model, a model created by SMHI for simulating the 
runoff process. [2] 

2.2  RIDAS 

In February 1997 Svenska Kraftverksföreningen adopted the Power industry’s guidelines 
for dam safety, RIDAS. RIDAS are guidelines concerning the safety issues which covers 
all dams in Sweden. The guidelines are based on a system and operations thought where 
every substation and component is valued and analyzed to get an overall view of the 
facility. The safety work done by the member companies of RIDAS is primarily focused 
on striving to protect lives and health of the public. The requirements of dam safety are 
put into relations with the estimated consequences of a dam failure. The focus issues are 

• The probability of a dam failure where human lives might be endangered should be 
so small so that the threat is virtually eliminated. 

• The consequences of a dam failure shall through good planning be reduced as much 
as possible. 

• The dam safety work shall have a high international standard. 
• The dam safety work shall be characterized by a continuous strive for improvements. 

A key part of RIDAS is the classification of dams done by assessing the consequences of 
a dam failure and dividing dams into four consequence categories 1A, 1B, 2 and 3 with 
1A as the failure with the largest consequence. RIDAS assess the consequences by 
looking at the probability of loss of lives, damage to the environment and substantial 
economical damage. RIDAS looks at the dam fractures caused by high flows, but also 
takes in consideration dam fractures by other causes. Factors like the rise time and the 
size of the fracture are also taken into consideration. The classification takes in account 
the consequences both upstream and downstream. The risk of a domino effect with 
multiple dam failures is also taken into consideration. The effects of an incident are 
evaluated for both normal operations and for high flows. 

The classification is done by the dam owners on their on initiative and is then reported to 
the Power industry’s Dam register at Svensk Energi. The classification should be well 
documented and motivated. A DTU-manual (Operation, control and maintenance) shall 
be available to the operations crew if possible at the facility to enable any crew to be able 
to participate in the operation of the facility. The documentation should contain 
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information about operation and the safety organization and also physical aspects such as 
geographic location, dam type, dam height and discharge capabilities.  

The implementation of RIDAS varies depending on the consequences of a dam failure. 
For dam with the consequence of 1A or 1B the dam is required to have an overtopping 
protection system, KAS, for the opening of the spillway if not special causes are 
applicable, such as e.g. slow rise time. For dams of a lower consequence but with a very 
fast rise time a KAS system is recommended.  

A comprehensive dam safety review called FDU is a periodic evaluation which aims to 
asses the dam safety status with respect to the current safety demands. For dams marked 
as consequence class 1A a FDU should be performed once every 15 years, for a class 1B 
dam it should be performed once every 24 years and once every 30 years for a class 2 
dam. [3] 

2.3  FDU 

The FDU review is a systematic analysis and evaluation of the safety based on a total 
analysis of all safety components and the system as a whole. [3] A FDU made for Fortum 
should contain the following [4] which corresponds to the demands in RIDAS. 

• A review and evaluation of the archive information from construction time and from 
previous projects containing the blueprints, construction reports, the weather 
conditions etc. with the objective of finding possible flaws in the design and 
construction phase.  

• A review and an evaluation of the operational experience of the plant 
• A dam inspection controlling the civil, mechanical and electrical parts as well as 

doing a test discharge.  
• A review of the current operating organization, the standby capacity, the method for 

maintenance and control etc. The DTU manual should correspond with reality. 
•  An analysis and evaluation of the identified weaknesses in the dam safety. 

Fortum has a system to divide the weaknesses into 10 different subgroups called failure 
modes depending on how a problem might threaten the dam. 
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Table 1: standardized failure mode [Birkedahl 2007]

Overtopping due to insufficient hydraulic capacity 

Overtopping due to improper gate maneuvering or clogging of the spillways.  

Surface erosion during discharge  

Other surface erosion, including waves  

Inner erosion of the dam including increased leakage  

Inner erosion in the subsoil including increased leakage  

Instability of the fill dam and foundation including the foundations bearing capacity

Instability of concrete dam and spillways including the structural integrity and the 
foundations bearing capacity  

Instability in masonry dams and spillways including the structural integrity and the 
foundations bearing capacity  

Other failure modes e.g. unstable tubes etc. 

Overtopping due to insufficient hydraulic capacity 

Overtopping due to improper gate maneuvering or clogging of the 
spillways.  

Surface erosion during discharge  

Other surface erosion, including waves  

Inner erosion of the dam including increased leakage  

Inner erosion in the subsoil including increased leakage  

Since the concept of FDU:s is a fairly new approach for the Swedish hydropower 
industry and  Fortum, the review is nowadays most commonly done before a planed 
renovation to bring up the weaknesses of the dam safety system.  
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2.4  Risk and safety analysis 

The use of risk analysis has had a big part in the safety work of nuclear power plants and 
in the space industry. In the 1990’s the application of risk analysis in the dam safety 
started to be introduced and in 1997 several large conferences were held on the subject 
amongst others the Hydropower Conference in Trondheim . In Sweden several licentiate 
theses have been published on the subject and in the RIDAS risk analysis has been 
declared as fundamental principal for evaluating a dam’s safety status. In 2004 Desmond 
Hartford and Gregory Baecher published the book “Risk and Uncertainty in Dam Safety” 
in collaboration with DSIG (Dam Safety Interest Group) which is meant to be a guide to 
dam owners. Fortum has adapted the book as their guide to risk analysis. According to 
the authors there are 3 principal methods available for making a risk analysis: 

• Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) or similar 
• Event Tree Analysis 
• Fault Tree Analysis 

Risks can be analyzed qualitatively, quantitatively or with a combination of both a 
numerical and verbal description of the risks. Depending on the scope of the analysis and 
what the result should be used for different approaches are recommended. Where 
quantified risk results are required the accuracy of the input is very important. [3, 5, 6, 7] 

2.4.1  Failure Modes 

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis FMEA is a reliability analysis used to map out the 
effects and consequences of individual component failure in the system. FMEA is a 
structured and logical method which in a systematic way might lead to an understanding 
of the risk sources in the system. The Failure mode describes how a component failure 
will cause subsystem or system failures. It was originally developed for use during the 
design stage of a system but has now found applications in many engineering fields. The 
analysis can be expanded by adding a criticality aspect to the analysis. This requires 
knowledge of the failure rate for and the amount of use of each component.   
The FEMA technique follows a basic structure. 

1. Understanding of the system 
2. breakdown the system into key elements 
3. analyze each element’s failure modes 
4. Assess the direct effect of a failure and the operational consequences 
5. Assimilate the findings 
6. respond to the findings 

It is best done by creating a block diagram of the system to determine the subsystems and 
components of the system. This however requires good understanding of the system and 
how it behaves. When the system has been decomposed, each failure event can be found 
and the effects on a component and on a system in whole can be identified and assessed. 
The result is presented in a spreadsheet in accordance to Svensk Energi and Svenska 
Kraftnäts publication "Bedömningsklasser för dammsäkerhet” [8] 
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Table 2: FMEA 

Where four conditions are taken into consideration 

A B C D 

The amount of deviation 
from normal state 

The importance of the 
component in the system 

The frequency of 
occurrence/use 

Possibility to detect and 
prevent dam breach 

The conditions are graded from 1 to 5 and the BK (Judgement Class) is then calculated 
by taking the grade for A and the reducing it depending on the sum of B, C and D.  

 B+C+D≥12 9≤B+C+D≥11 6≤B+C+D≥8 1≤B+C+D≥5 

BK =  A A-1 A-2 1 

The weaknesses are then judged with BK5 calling for immediate actions, BK3 being 
problems that are not grave but might still require actions and BK1 as problem that are 
very small with respect to dam failures.  
FMEA is best used for systems with little or no redundancy and it relates the failure mode 
to the effect on the system and presents them in a simple way. The disadvantage is that 
when redundancies are introduced the BK is hard to determine without making too many 
assumptions. 

2.4.2  Event Tree Analysis 

Event Tree Analysis is a technique that could be qualitative or quantitative and is used to 
identify possible outcome and the chain of events of an initial event e.g. what will happen 
during a 10000-year flood or during heavy rain. This analysis technique is the most 
frequently used in risk analysis for dam safety during the last decades.  An event tree can 
be sketched in many different ways but the basic thought is see what could be the 
outcome of a certain event. [7] 
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Figure 1: Event Tree Analysis  

Figure 1 shows how an initial failure or event can be spread through the system. In this 
example there are two alternatives for each event, but scenarios where several paths are 
available from each event can also be assessed Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Event tree analysis 

The probabilities for each path are determined and the probability for each interesting 
branch is then calculated as the product of all probabilities along the branch. 

),,...|(....),|()|()|( 12121..., EEEEPEEEPEEPECP ijnkijikji ⋅⋅=    (3.1) 

Where  
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 E = an event 
C = a consequence of the chain of events 
P = the probability of a certain consequence for a chain of events. 

Hartford[6] suggests an approach for the constructions of event trees: 
1. Using a FMEA and constructing pathway diagrams for each failure mode 

illustrating in a linear manner the steps in the failure process between the 
initializing event and the ultimate consequences ensuring that all possible 
potential failure pathways are identified. 

2. Disaggregate each failure diagram into its fundamental parts. 
3. Systematically arrange each failure pathway into its fundamental parts 
4. For each failure mode initiator and failure mode at every stage along each 

pathway identify design based and empirically experience-based judgment. In 
general there will be at least two (progress to next stage or terminate) and possibly 
several outcomes. 

5. Construct a sub-tree for each failure pathway. 
6. Combine each sub-tree for each pathway to generate a tree for each failure mode.  
7. For each failure mode initiator, link each sub-tree ensuring that all paths ar nodes 

are mutually exclusive and that the progression through all nodes and along all the 
pathway is logically consistent throughout the tree (both horizontally an 
vertically). 

8. Generate the full event tree by combining the tree for all failure mode initiator.  

2.4.3   FTA 

Fault tree analysis is an analysis technique which can be either qualitative or quantitative 
where conditions and factors that can lead to a specified event are identified, organized in 
a logical manner and presented graphically. [6]  
FTA uses formal logic gates [Table 3] to display the events.  

Table 3: Gates used for FTA 

Used to show that the output occurs if 
all of the inputs occur.

AND-GATE

Used to show that the output occurs if 
one or more of the inputs occur

OR-GATE

A fault that is not developed further 
because of limited consequences or 
relevant information not available

UNDEVELOPED EVENT

A failure of a system or subsystemFAILURE EVENT

A basic initializing fault that requires 
no further development

BASIC EVENT

DescriptionNameSymbol

Used to show that the output occurs if 
all of the inputs occur.

AND-GATE

Used to show that the output occurs if 
one or more of the inputs occur

OR-GATE

A fault that is not developed further 
because of limited consequences or 
relevant information not available

UNDEVELOPED EVENT

A failure of a system or subsystemFAILURE EVENT

A basic initializing fault that requires 
no further development

BASIC EVENT

DescriptionNameSymbol

  

Starting on the top event, the possible causes or failure modes on the lower functional 
system level are then identified. The same is done on the lower level and a step-by-step 
identification for each level until each basic component or failure leading to the top event 
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is found. The results are presented graphically as a fault tree in the form of at logical 
model displaying the relationship between faults and how a fault can affect different 
subsystems. A fault tree can be created for a top event which can be caused by many 
events. An example of this is to create a fault tree with a dam breach as top event. This 
tree will become very large and hard to overview. Each branch can be studied separately 
to show the probabilities of failure for each subsystem and thereby conclusion about the 
need for redundancy for the subsystem can be drawn. The further down the tree is 
developed the more exact the calculated probabilities will become but the calculations 
will also become larger.  

By creating a fault tree for a gate one can observe where the weaknesses in a system lie. 
The probability of a spillway failure can then be calculated by using equation 3.2. This 
requires knowledge of the probabilities for human error, system errors and gate failures. 
The ordinary actuation system is depending on the reliability of each subsystem. To 
simplify the system one can use undeveloped events and giving them a probability of 
failure based on a qualitative assessment and thereby reducing amount of calculations 
needed but still keeping an acceptable accuracy on the result. Figure 3a describes a gate 
maneuvered by a mechanical lifting system. It has a motor generator as an electrical 
backup and an extra motor as a backup for the driving system, this is a very common 
backup solution for a gate with a mechanical lifting system.  
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Figure 3a & 3b: a) Fault tree of a spillway gate and b) Venndiagram [Berntsson 2001] 

Many of the events can be developed further depending on what one wants to deduce, the 
figure 3a is created to highlight the mechanical, electrical and personnel faults that might 
lead to the gate not being able to move. The problems not connected to the backup system 
have been bundled together e.g. the gate failure consists of defects on the gate preventing 
the maneuvering such as problems with the gate body or gate grooves. The signal errors 
are errors caused by the automation system or the water monitoring system. Incorrect 
maneuvers can be caused by OC or the personnel on site the water monitoring can also 
give incorrect information leading to incorrect decisions. Switchyard failures are 
electrical errors occurring in or before the switchyard.  

The basic and undeveloped events can bee assumed to occur independently but when 
investigating the probabilities of the system the possibility of two failures happening at 
the same time has to taken into account. The failure events 1, 2 and 3 seen in the 
Venndiagram in figure 3b can be seen as three events entering an OR-gate as seen in 
figure 3a. They can occur independently or at the same time therefore the probability 
calculation alters slightly. The probability calculations are solved by using Boolean 
algebra. Looking at the total probability of a whole system is very difficult since many 
errors are linked to one another as seen in the figure 3a & 3b. By studying the system and 
the separate failure probabilities  
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The probability of failures in hydropower plants is currently a focus issue for the Swedish 
hydropower industry and a study of it is being performed. Currently a qualitative 
assessment is done to define the failure probabilities. 

By studying a fault tree it becomes simpler to see the effects of an additional backup 
solution or reinforcing a week part. Examples of additional fault trees can be seen in 
appendix 1 
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3  Hydropower dams 

3.1  Dam structures 

There are basically two sorts of dams built in Sweden: embankment dams and concrete 
dams. 

3.1.1  Embankment dams 

Embankment dams are by far the most common dam type in Sweden. An embankment 
dam is a trapezoidal structure consisting of natural earth materials and/or crushed rock 
material. The basic demands on an embankment dam are to have a low seepage and to be 
resistant against sheer stress on both the dam and the foundation-bed. The dam can either 
be made of a homogenous material or have different layers of material. [9] 

3.1.1.1 Homogenous dams 

The homogenous dams have been very common in Sweden. Nowadays they are only 
used on dams with a low head (up to a couple of meters).  Homogenous dams most 
commonly consist of clay or a mixture of clay and sand with a high demand for small 
particle size. These types of earth have a low resistance to sheer stress making for a large 
demand on a slow rise of the structure. [9, 10] 

3.1.1.2 Fill dams 

Most embankment dams consist of an impervious core surrounded by a filter and 
stabilizing materials. The materials used when building a fill dam depends on what is 
available. Most commonly the core is made out of moraine and the pervious zone is made 
out of rockfill acquired while building the powerhouse. [9, 10] 

Figure 4: Seitevare rockfill dam [Hydropower in Sweden] 

If the amount of crushed rock materials is larger than 50% of the total amount of material 
the dam is defined as a rockfill dam else it’s defined as an earthfill dam. 

3.1.2  Concrete dams 

Concrete dams are very common throughout the world allowing high dams with a low 
seepage, but in Sweden few high concrete dams have been built. Concrete dams have the 
advantage of better withstanding erosion and overtopping than embankment dams. Many 
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Swedish hydropower dams have a concrete section containing the spillways and 
powerhouse since the spillways might cause erosion while discharging. [10] 

3.1.2.1 Gravitational dams 

The idea of the concrete dam is for it to be secured to the bedrock and protected against 
overturning as long as the moment around the turning point created by its own weight is 
large than the pressure created by the water. The massive gravitational dams where the 
first concrete dams and emerged in the end of the 19th century when the power industry 
started to build higher dams, the drawback of this dam type is that the construction 
requires a lot of concrete. Nowadays they are used when building either small or 
extremely large hydropower dams. [10] 

3.1.2.2 Buttress dams 

By adding buttresses on the up- and downstream stream side of a gravitational dam the 
amount of concrete is reduced, whilst still obtaining a sufficient moment around the 
turning point, and thereby the cost of the dam decreases. Many buttress dams have been 
built in Sweden since the 1930s. [10] 

3.1.2.3 Arch dams 

By building the concrete dam in the form of an arch the forces acting upon the dam will 
be transferred into the ground at the mounting on the sides of the river, the characteristics 
of the bedrock is therefore very important. Concrete handles pressing forces much better 
than it handles torque. Therefore the amount of concrete can be reduced while keeping 
the same safety level. The Swedish rivers are not suited for this dam type since we don’t 
have thin riverbeds with high falls. In Sweden there are two high arch dams in Sweden, 
Krokströmmen and Vargforsen. [10] 

3.2  Spillway gates 

There are two kinds of placements of spillways, surface and bottom spillways. Surface 
spillways are the most common due to easier operation and maintenance but the bottom 
spillway has the advantage of a larger discharge capacity per square meter due to a higher 
pressure.[9] 

3.2.1  Overflow weirs and Siphon spillway 

Overflow weirs and siphon spillways are discharge system which are surface level 
regulated and do not require an external force to discharge and therefore no personnel or 
mechanical equipment. An overflow weir is an ungated crest on a lower level than the 
rest of the dam providing a controlled discharge due to overtopping of that segment.  
  
A Siphone spillway uses the siphon effect which occurs when air pressure in combination 
with the gravitational force acts on two water level surfaces. An under pressure is created 
inside the siphon pulling the water on the upstream side into the spillway. The flow from 
siphon spillway depends on the height difference between the upstream and downstream 
side and can be calculated using Bernoulli’s equation.  
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Figure 5: Siphon spillway [Dammar och Dammsäkerhet 2006] 

The advantage of using a siphon spillway compared to an ordinary gate or an overflow 
weir is that a larger discharge can be obtained on the same area if the height is large 
enough. The disadvantage of overflow weirs and siphone spillways is that the discharge 
can’t be regulated. Another disadvantage of the siphone spillway is problems with icing 
causing problems for both the start and the stop of the discharge. This is very common as 
a backup discharge system in many parts of Europe and it is becoming more frequent in 
Sweden as well. 

3.2.2  Vertical-lift gates 

Vertical-lift gates are historically the most common gate type in Sweden, it can be used 
as both surface and bottom spillway. The gate is not space consuming in the flow 
direction which is a great advantage. The vertical lifting system requires high 
constructions above the dam which might be esthetically unappealing.  

Figure 6: Vertical-lift gate [Dammar och Dammsäkerhet 2006] 
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The water load is transferred to the dam at the vertical frame between the gate and the 
dam through slide bearings or wheel bearings. Freezing and dirt in the frame is a big 
problem for vertical-lifting gates. The gates are lifted by either hydraulic cylinder or by 
using a mechanical solution.  The advantage of using wheels is that the gate will close by 
itself due to low friction which simplifies the operation, but the wheel gates are more 
expensive. The wheels require lubrication making the maintenance hard, since the 
lubrication points are hard to access. Slide bearings require a larger acting force due to 
suction power and larger friction. The lifting system should be able to work both ways to 
ensure the closing capability. In smaller dams a wooden spear gate similar to the vertical 
lift gate but lacking both seals and bearings, is very common. Traditionally an iron lever 
has been used for hoisting the gate and that is how the gate has gotten its name, nowadays 
hydraulic jack or motor driven winches are used.  [11] 

3.2.3  Tainter gates 

Tainter gates or radial gates as they are also called are gates that have a cylindrical 
segment plate as seen in figure 7. This gate type can be used for both surface and bottom 
spillway. The water load is transferred from the plate via the gate legs to the dam at the 
center axis of the cylinder to the dam a frame between the plate and the dam is therefore 
not needed. A difficulty is that since the turning angle of the gate is very small and the 
lubrication paths are long it’s difficult to lubricate the bearings.  

  
Figure 7:Tainter  gate [Design of spillwaygate US Army Corp, 2000] 

The lifting force needed to maneuver tainter gates is much smaller than for the vertical-
lift since the force acts through a lever on the center of the cylinder (see appendix 3). 
Tainter gates are better suited for heating since the construction makes for easier 
mounting of heating equipment than vertical-lift gates. The fact that the joint is above the 
water surface makes it easier to protect from freezing and debris.  

Most tainter gates are operated by mechanical winches, rack and pinion hoists or 
hydraulic hoists. The most common tainter gate is a surface gate lifted to let the water 
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flow under the gate, this type saves the gate’s moving parts from the water flow which 
reduces the wear on the mechanical parts.  

Cradle gates figure 8a have been common in Sweden historically since it combines the 
advantages of an ordinary tainter gate with the possibility of log driving by lowering the 
gate. The gate is covered and reinforced on the downstream side to enable overtopping. 
The gate is either raised or lowered to enable the water to flow past it depending on the 
operational need. But at Fortum this gate type is very uncommon. 

The sector gate, figure 8b, is plated on the downstream side and the gate is opened by 
being lowered with the water flowing over the gate. An advantage with the sector gate is 
that it is self opening since no force is needed to open the gate. Overtopping gates such as 
the sector gate are inappropriate for dams in the northern parts since ice formation 
reduces the discharge capacity. [11, 12, 13]  

Figure 8a: Cradle gate, 8b: Segment gate, 8c: Rollergate [Dammar och Dammsäkerhet 2006] 

3.2.4  Roller gates 

The roller gate is mostly used in surface spillways. It is a large cylinder maneuvered by a 
chain hoist system turning the cylinder whilst lifting it see figure 8c. The cylinder has a 
seal which pushed against the weir when the gate is closed. This gate type is suitable for 
very wide spillways and the gates also have a high reliability during winter operations. 
[13] 

3.3  Actuation systems 

The gates can be maneuvered by a hydraulic or a mechanical system. Each system can 
also be divided by the way it is powered, either by electricity and a motor or by direct 
power e.g. a hand crank, a hand pump, a iron-bar lever or a mobile crane. 

3.3.1  Electrical system 

The components in a discharge system can be powered by either AC or DC. The local 
power supply, with the standard 400/230VAC, usually comes from a local transformer 
connected to the generator busbar in the switchyard and also connected to the power grid 
in the switchyard.  
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There are two sorts of motors used to supply the actuation system with power. The short-
circuited asynchronous AC motor is easy to use, has a high durability and an easy 
maintenance due to a simple solution with few wear-down parts. The DC motor is more 
complex device with a commutator causing more wear and thereby making for a demand 
for more maintenance and a shorter lifespan. The advantage of the DC motor is that 
makes for a more simple battery backup system without the need for inverters. The DC 
motor are less common in the industry and are therefore more expensive than the AC 
motor and the spare parts are harder to acquire. [11, 12. 13] 

3.3.2  Hydraulic lifting systems 

A hydraulic system consists of: a motor driven hydraulic pump; a piping system and an 
automation and control system; valves and filters; an oil tank and one or more hydraulic 
cylinders connected to the gates. The hydraulic system can also serve more than one gate 
in the system. For spillway gates one or two hydraulic cylinders are used, either directly 
connected to the gate or connected to the gate by a cable. The cylinder could either be a 
one or a two way system, depending on the amount of power needed. The stroke length 
varies from 0,5m up to 13m and a working pressure of up to 17MPa. For smaller gates a 
portable system with a hydraulic jack is used as a replacement for iron-bar lever lifting 
system with a working pressure up to 40MPa. [3, 11, 12, 13] 

3.3.3  Mechanical lifting systems 

There are many different ways to exert mechanical force onto the gate: 
Rack and pinion hoists are used for maneuvering both small and large gates, they are 
used when there is a need for a closing force to the gate and also because a pressure 
between the gate and the sill is desirable to obtain good sealing. The rack and pinion are 
vulnerable to breaking forces and the closing force might be large therefore it is 
important with the bottom limit switch. This maneuvering system is the most common on 
Fortum’s large dams 

The jackscrew consists of two screws with trapezoidal thread. The lifting system is 
suitable for gates with maximum height of 5 m and maximal lifting force of 600KN. The 
simplicity and cheapness of the construction make it a very common lifting system for 
small vertical-lift gates such as bulkhead gates and spear gates.  

A hoisting system with a cable is the most common lifting system for gates which do not 
require a downward force to be closed but it is rare on Fortum’s class 1 dams. A similar 
hoisting system is the use of hoisting chains which might, depending on the construction, 
give a closing force similar to the rack and pinion. The chain hoists are no longer being 
installed on Swedish hydropower stations. It is important that the cables or chains are 
maneuvered so that they won’t get caught between the frame and the gate since that 
might damage the equipment.  

An important safety component is the gate’s limit function signaling when the gate is 
opened at its maximum or closed. Studies have shown that problems with the upper or 
lower limit switch are one of the most common malfunction reasons for gates. Problems 
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with the lower limit switch might lead to leakage which might cause icing problems. For 
mechanical lifting systems problems with the limit switch might cause the breaking of the 
jackscrew or the rack. [11, 13].  

4  Backup discharge system  

4.1  Function of a backup system for spillway gates

Even though each component in the system has a high reliability a failure of a component 
might lead to a system failure and thus the requirement for a backup system or backup for 
certain weak links is needed. There are two different types of backup systems: 

• A backup system which works with or on the existing actuation system thus 
creating a redundancy for a part of the system. 

• A backup system which operates directly on the gate and thereby creating a 
redundancy for the entire system.  

Fortum wants their maneuvering system to be automatic or remote controlled in an as 
large extent as possible.  

4.1.1  What does RIDAS say? 

According to RIDAS[3] 
All class 1A and 1B dams shall have a backup system for the discharge. The reliability of 
a discharge system is judged by analyzing the reliability of all subsystems. The discharge 
system should be so well dimensioned that it can handle flows as high as the design flood 
without risking serious injury to the dam. The system should be designed so that the 
probability for failures in the discharge system leading to loss of discharge capability 
should be small. The availability of the discharge system should be tailored to fit the 
consequence class of the dam. When there is possibility of a dam breach due to an error 
of a subsystem an acceptable redundancy is required.  

4.2  Electrical backup 

Power failures in the power grid often also make the generator stop since the power 
needed by the local system is too small to keep the generator running, to ensure the power 
supply redundant backup power systems are required. Depending on the conditions of the 
dam, the requirements on electrical backup system varies. Attributes such as rise time and 
the time it takes for the operations crew to reach the site governs the needs. A simple and 
cost efficient way to increase the reliability of the local electrical system is to install two 
physically separated cable paths connected to different fuses between the switching yard 
with automatic switching between them, the powerhouses and the gatehouses thereby 
reducing the vulnerability of electrical transients. The cables can be connected to the 
same actuation system or to a redundant system. By connecting everything to the same 
actuation system a larger redundancy is acquired but the probability of an error spreading 
through the system becomes much greater. By two separate systems you move the 
common error problem further down the chain, the connection where the two systems 
meet can become a common cause failure spot.   
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4.2.1  Backup generator 

A backup generator run on either diesel or gasoline and can be either stationary belonging 
to the station or a mobile version available to the operations crew.  Backup generators 
have the advantage of being able to produce sufficient power during a long time 
depending on the fuel tank. The generator can be dimensioned to supply the whole station 
or just the actuation systems. Stationary generators with an automatic switching on 
reduce the need for personnel on site. A backup generator has a low maintenance cost and 
long lifespan. The disadvantage of the generator is its reliability; studies have shown that 
the probability of malfunction on automatic switching on is 4.3% [6].  

4.2.2  DC battery pack 

A rectifier connected to a battery pack supplying a local DC system with a motor, the 
PLC and the communication system is a very simple solution with a fast response time, a 
DC system can be installed inside the gatehouse and the protection against outer threats is 
thereby reduced. The probability of malfunction during power failure due to loss of local 
power is as low as 0.125% [6]. A drawback of battery pack is: the energy storage 
capacity of the batteries, the energy need and time the station has to be able to work 
offline limits. These limitations put demands on the amount of batteries needed. Another 
drawback is that batteries have a short lifespan varying from 5-20 years depending on the 
surrounding environment.  

4.2.3  UPS and UMD 

To obtain the operational reliability of the battery system and at the same time keeping 
the simplicity of an AC power system a rectifier and inverter system with a battery pack 
can be connected to the system. This system is known as UPS (uninterruptable power 
supply) and UMD (uninterruptable motor drive) and is commonly used in other industrial 
applications. This system is becoming more common in Swedish dams but no statistical 
analysis has yet been made since the systems haven’t been in use long enough but 
according to manufacturer the reliability is similar to or better then ordinary DC systems 
[14]. 
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The difference between a UPS and a UMD is that the UMD has a variable output 
frequency which gives larger regulation possibilities but also more advanced electronics, 
this increases the price of the backup system and possibly also decreasing the reliability. 
For UPS systems a soft start system is required to reduce the starting power needed. 

4.2.4  In-house turbine operation 

Ordinarily the generator turns of when the power grid is lost since it can not be set to 
generate the relatively small amount of energy needed by the local grid. Certain turbines 
can be installed to enable the generator to continue to work during blackouts thereby 
making the station more robust and able to handle long-term blackouts such as the one 
after the storm Gudrun better. [15, 21] 

4.3  Backup for the maneuvering system 

By installing a backup for the manufacturing and supply of electricity the weak link has 
been transferred further down the chain to where the cables are plugged into the actuation 
system. Since failures of the mechanical and hydraulic equipment have a probability of 
occurring a backup for those systems should also be available. A backup system acting 
directly on the gate gives a backup against any problem but building a totally redundant 
system might be very expensive and is very therefore seldom installed. The possibility to 
maneuver the gate with a lifting crane is a cheap backup system which only requires that 
the gates are equipped with lifting eyes but lifting cranes have to be able to access the 
dam which can be more difficult. [21] 

4.3.1  Hydraulic backup system 

An extra pump supplying the hydraulic system either fed by the same power system as 
the original pump or by a separate system gives an increased redundancy. Most hydraulic 
systems also have a hand pump installed but the opening time is often very long. The 
possibility for the operations crew to couple up a portable hydraulic pump directly to the 
lifting cylinder is another way to increase the redundancy since it works with a separate 
hydraulic system, but this might require an advanced portable hydraulic system 
depending on the amount of oil needed to maneuver the cylinder.  
A gas driven system can be installed as a redundant backup. At a predefined surface level 
an electric pulse is sent opening a valve which lets nitrogen gas increase the pressure in 
the hydraulic system causing the gate to open to a certain level. It is an advantage to use a 
different technique for the backup system thereby increasing the redundancy.  
[3, 20] 

4.3.2  Mechanical backup system 

The only redundancy available to the mechanical system is the installment of an extra 
driving system such as an extra motor. This requires that the maneuvering system has the 
possibility of switching between driving systems. Many of the older mechanical systems 
have the possibility of being maneuvered by a hand wrench and that wrench might be 
replaced by electric maneuvering equipment such as a screw machine or a modified 
snowthrower. The drawback is that these systems require the operations crew to be 
present. A dual motor with automatic switching has recently been installed on one of 
Fortum’s dams but a study of its reliability has not yet been performed. [3, 17, 21] 
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5  Site studies 
Every hydropower dam is unique and therefore the demands vary from site to site. To 
illustrate this, a variety of Fortum’s dams with different conditions will be evaluated 
below with respect for their needs in terms of the backup system. The system layout to 
each dam can be seen in the appendix. [18, 19, 20, 21] 

5.1  Parteboda 

5.1.1  Short description of the site 

The Parteboda hydro power plant is 
situated in the river Ljungan in the 
community of Ånge. Upstream of the 
plant lies Ångesjön which acts as a large 
reservoir with Järnvägsforsen 6km from 
the Parteboda plant as the closest plant 
on the upstream side, therefore daily 
regulations is possible. The 
Hermansboda plant lies 10km further 
downstream with the lake 
Hermansbodasjön as a small reservoir. 
The plant lies separated from the riverbed with an intake canal separated from the main 
dam structure by a peninsula on the left side of the main dam. The dam is accessible from 
both sides of the river but the road crosses the river on the downstream side and the dam 
is not trafficable. The operations crew is situated in Parteboda and Ljunga with 
responsibility over two more dams. The response time is very short. 

The Parteboda dam is marked as a consequence class 1B and it consists of two parts, one 
regulating dam and an intake canal with earth fill dams to the power station. The power 
station is connected to the intake canal by a concrete part on each. The plant is rated at 
36MW and has a head of 33m. The regulation dam is a concrete dam containing a 
gatehouse and seven surface spillways: one with a tainter gate maneuvered by a rack and 
pinion hoist driven by a 400VAC motor, two with vertical lift gates maneuvered by a 
hydraulic system and four with spear gates. The spillway gates are very shallow making 
for a quick increase in discharge with increasing water level.  

5.1.2  Conditions affecting the needed design for a back-up 
system 

The slow rise time of the dam gives OC a long time to detect and respond. The 
probability for an early detection is high since the dam lies close to a town and the 
operations crew is stationed nearby and the dam is easily accessed making for a fast 
response time. Since Parteboda is their only class 1 dam that also makes it a prioritized 
site. This reduces the need for a DC power system and the demands on the automatic 
starting system. The fact that none of the gates are able to handle the unit’s discharge rate 
increases the demand on the actuation system of gate 2, 3 and 4. A drawback is that the 
dam is not trafficable giving no possibility for using a lifting crane. 
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5.1.3  Back-up system in place 

5.1.3.1 Electrical backup system 

A backup a diesel generator is available in the gatehouse supplying electricity for the 
gates maneuvering systems. Two separate cable feeds supply the actuation systems. 

5.1.3.2 Hydraulic backup system 

A backup hydraulic pump is installed in the gatehouse supplied by both power sources. A 
hand pump is also available to the crew. A mobile hydraulic system can be plugged in to 
maneuver the gates. The spear gates can be maneuvered by a portable hydraulic lift which 
can be plugged in to the backup generator and is available on site.  

5.1.3.3 Mechanical backup system 

The mechanical actuation systems for the tainter gates have no backup system. 

5.1.4  Evaluation of the system 

Parts of the backup system require personnel in place to be able to start it and almost half 
of the discharge capacity requires local maneuvering. Since gate 4 has the largest 
discharge, a backup for the motor of the tainter gate would increase the redundancy. 
The Parteboda dam is a class 1B. The discharge capacity does not follow the demands of 
RIDAS and Fortums own standards, therefore a refurbishment project has been started 
amongst other things the dam is being widened providing better access to the dam and the 
possibility to use lifting cranes.  

5.2  Sveg 

5.2.1  Short description of the site 

Sveg hydro power plant lies in 
Ljusnan which flows out into 
Östersjön and the plant is situated 
just upstream of the community 
Sveg. The Dam is accessible by two 
roads from Sveg, one on each side of 
the river. The operations crew is 
stationed in Sveg making for a short 
transportation time. On the upstream 
side Svegsjön acts as a large 
reservoir supplied by the Halvfari 
power plant. Downstream of the 
power plant there is a run-of-river 
power station called Byarforsen.  
The Sveg plant consists of three 
separate dam structures with one embankment dam on each side of the main dam. The 
dam is marked as a consequence class 1A dam. The embankment dams are both moraine 
dams and are marked as class 2 dams. The power station is rated 36MW and has a head 
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of 18.9 m. The regulating dam is an moraine fill dam with a concrete mid section 
containing the power station, two gatehouses, two bottom spillways with tainter gates 
maneuvered by a rack and pinion hoist and five surface spillways with vertical lift gate 
powered by a shared hydraulic system installed on four of the spillways and an old spear 
gate in the last spillway.  

5.2.2  Conditions affecting the needed design for a back-up 
system 

The slow rise time of the dam gives OC a long detection and response time. The 
probability of early fault detection is also large since the dam lies close to a town. The 
operations crew at stationed nearby making to a fast response time and the dam is 
accessible even during extreme conditions. This reduces the need for a DC power system. 
The large amount of spillway gates with three different actuation system types make for a 
high probability of attaining the desired discharge.  

5.2.3  Back-up system in place 

5.2.3.1 Electrical backup 

A diesel generator with automatic start supplies the two gatehouses in case of power 
failure. A backup generator supplying the powerhouse can be plugged in to gatehouses in 
case of failure of the first generator but this requires crew present for the switching. 
Separate cable feeds makes for a strong local electrical system. A small generator 
supplying the mechanical backup system for the tainter gates increases the electrical 
redundancy. 

5.2.3.2 Mechanical backup 

For the two tainter gates a hand maneuvering system is available in the form of a wrench 
and that wrench can be powered by a screw machine reducing the maneuvering time. 
This action requires crew on site.  

5.2.3.3 Hydraulic backup 

An extra hydraulic pump is installed on the hydraulic system with an automatic 
switching. A hand pump is also available in the gatehouse. A coupling for a mobile 
hydraulic system is available at the dam. The long stroke lengths of the ram require a 
large hydraulic tank but since the dam is easily accessible it can be done. The spear gate 
can be maneuvered by a portable hydraulic lift available to the crew. 

5.2.4  Evaluation of the system 

Most of the redundancy available requires personal on site, but the closeness to 
operations crew gives a relatively fast response time and the good accessibility ensures 
that the crew will be able to reach the site even during extreme conditions. The slow rise 
time with the Svegsjön on the upper side decreases the need for a fast response.  
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5.3  Borlänge 

5.3.1  Short description of the site 

When Dalälven arrives at the city of Borlänge and 
reaches the Forshuvud power plant it comes to the 
first plant since the Västerdalälven and Österdalälven 
unites just south of the town of Djurås 20km 
upstream of the plant. Upstream on the 
Västerdalälven one finds Lindbyn hydro power plant 
15km from Djurås and on Österdalälven one finds the 
Gråda plant. Downstream of Domnarvet, the last 
plant, Dalälven connects to the lake Runn which acts 
as a reservoir decreasing the impact on the following 
plant, Långhag. During the stretch on which Dalälven 
flows through Borlänge it passes four run-of-river 
power plants, Forshuvud, Kvarnsveden, Bullerforsen 
and Domnarvet, on a distance of less than 5 km, with 
basically no reservoir between any of the plants.  The 
rise time for the surface levels of the dams are very 
short and since the plants are built so closer to each 
other channel waves might occur during operation 
disturbances, such as problems with gate actuation. 
At Forshuvud a regulation of the surface is allowed 
giving means for a short term storage thereby a 
regulation the flow into the system. The dams are 
easily accessible by good roads on both sides of the 
river, but some of the roads are the property of other companies creating a need for good 
communications with them. 

The Forshuvud dam is marked as a consequence class 2 and consists of two power plant 
houses, one built in 1922 on the left and one built in 1988 on the right, with a concrete 
dam containg the spillways and two gatehouses in between. The old powerhouse was 
sealed of in 1999 after an additional generator was installed in the new powerhouse.  The 
plant is rated at 21Mw with a head of 10.7m. The dam contains four wide spillways with 
roller gates maneuvered by a chain-hoist system.  

The Kvarnsveden dam was built in 1975 replacing a dam built 1900. The dam is marked 
as a consequence class 2 and it consists of two powerhouses with a dam in between. At 
the dam there is an intake to Kvarnsvedens paper mill setting the minimum storage level 
above the intake to the mill. The left plant is rated at 29MW and the right at 31MW. The 
head is 13.9m. The dam is a concrete dam containing three spillways with identical 
tainter gates. Gates 1 and 2 are maneuvered by 400VAC motors and gate 3 is maneuvered 
by 220VDC motor.  

The Bullerforsen dam was built in 1990 replacing the old dam built in 1910. The dam is 
marked as consequence class 2 and the dam consists of a new powerhouse on the left 
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side, a concrete dam in the middle, containing three spillways and two gate houses, and 
the old powerhouse on the right. The old powerhouse has been sealed off in 1998. The 
plant is rated at 47MW with a head of 11,3m. The spillways have tainter gates installed. 
The gates are maneuvered by separate hydraulic systems powered by 400VAC motors.  

The Domnarvet dam lies on SSAB’s premises and was originally constructed and used 
for railroad transportation, which has been cancelled some years back. The dam is 
marked as a consequence class 2. At the dam SSAB has an intake for process water 
making for a minimum storage level above the intake to SSAB’s plant. The dam consists 
of a powerhouse on the left followed by a concrete dam containing six spillways. The 
plant is rated at 22MW and the head is 6.9m. Five of the spillways have tainter gates 
installed and the sixth is a vertical-lift gate that has been sealed shut. Gate1 is 
maneuvered by a rack and pinion hoist powered by a 220VDC motor. Gate 2 is 
maneuvered by a hydraulic system powered by a 400VAC pump and Gate3, 4 and 5 are 
maneuvered by a rack and pinion hoist powered by a 400VAC motor. 

5.3.2  Conditions affecting the needed design for a back-up 
system 

All the dams are class 2 but the fast rise time of all of the dams put pressure on OC for a 
short response time or a well built automation system. The operations crew being 
stationed nearby and the distance between plants being very short makes for a fast 
response time, and the dam is accessible even during extreme conditions. The need for a 
fast safe regulation system calls for a DC power system for at least some of the spillway 
gates at each site. The short distances between the dams calls for good communication of 
the operations to decrease the risk and effects of channel waves. The storage capacity at 
Forshuvud can be used to dampen the effects of disturbances and also decreases the need 
for a DC system at that site. The setup calls for good planning and coordination which 
can be obtained through water level regulation or remote controlled operation. Except for 
Domnarvet the unit’s discharges can be handled by one spillway decreasing the need for 
several gates working at the same time. Concrete dams have a much higher endurance 
against overtopping thereby lowering the demands on the backup discharge system. All 
the gates at the dams have a lifting system dimensioned to be able to life the gates even if 
they are overtopped. The risk of a domino effect if one of the first dams breaks should not 
be neglected. 

5.3.3  Back-up system in place 

5.3.3.1 Electrical backup system 

5.3.3.1.1 Forshuvud 

A diesel generator with automatic start is installed as a backup. A separated power feed is 
installed to increase redundancy. 

5.3.3.1.2 Kvarnsveden 

Since the site has two plants it also has two switching yards both connected to the 
maneuvering system, creating a strong local grid. A diesel generator with automatic start 
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is installed supplying an additional backup power source. A rectifier system with a 
battery pack connected to the DC system for gate 3 ensures to capability of fast 
responses. Since the switchyards are separated the cable path are also separated. 

5.3.3.1.3 Bullerforsen 

As a backup a diesel generator with automatic start has been installed. Gates 1 and 2 have 
a DC power system with rectifiers and a battery pack connected to the local grid to 
guarantee the capacity for fast responses. The station has two separate 400VAC lines 
supplying the gatehouses. A mobile backup generator is also available and can be moved 
between the gatehouses. 

5.3.3.1.4 Domnarvet 

A backup diesel generator is installed as a backup. Gate 1 is also supplied by a DC 
system with a rectifier and a battery pack. The dam lies inside an industrial area where 
additional AC backup power is available.  

5.3.3.2 Hydraulic backup system 

5.3.3.2.1 Forshuvud 

No hydraulic system 

5.3.3.2.2 Kvarnsveden 

No hydraulic system 

5.3.3.2.3 Bullerforsen 

A DC pump each of the hydraulic systems provides a backup and enables fast responses 
for gate 1 and 2 

5.3.3.2.4 Domnarvet 

A backup hydraulic pump is installed in the gatehouse and a hand pump is available.  

5.3.3.3 Mechanical backup system 

5.3.3.3.1 Forshuvud 

No mechanical backup is available for the motors except for a hand wrench. 

5.3.3.3.2 Kvarnsveden 

No mechanical backup is available for the motors except for a hand wrench. 

5.3.3.3.3 Bullerforsen 

No mechanical backup is available for the motors except for a hand wrench. 

5.3.3.3.4 Domnarvet 

No mechanical backup is available for the motors except for a hand wrench. The sealed 
gate can be hoisted by a lifting crane increasing the discharge capacity. 
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5.3.4  Evaluation of the system 

Earlier in the dam safety work in the Borlänge area the focus on the backup system was 
to increase the redundancy of the electrical system and it is currently therefore quite 
strong. At Bullerforsen and Domnarvet where more resent refurbishments of the 
discharge systems have been made, a redundancy on the lifting equipment has also been 
installed. The fast rise time calls for backup solutions which will work automatically 
without personnel in place. It is difficult to install automatic backup for mechanical 
systems, but a backup to the motor on all the mechanically maneuvered gates would be 
good. Since there is a short distance between the dams a shared electrical backup system 
can be stored and used on all dams but due to the variation of the lifting systems a shared 
mechanical backup is difficult.   

5.4  Halvfari 

5.4.1  Short description of the site 

The Halvfari power plant is situated just west of 
the small town of Hede in Jämtland. The plant is 
the second plant along the river Ljusnan, 
upstream of the plant there is a manmade 
reservoir with the Långå plant lying 20 km 
upstream as the first plant in the river system. 80 
km downstream of Halvfari lies Svegsjön with the 
Sveg power plant. Halvfari is a run-of-river plant 
has little capacity of short-term storage without 
overflowing. 
The Halvfari dam is marked as a consequence class 1A. It is a moraine fill dam with a 
concrete part in the middle containing the intake to the plant, two surface spillways with 
tainter gates maneuvered by rack and pinion hoists powered by 400AC motors, one 
bottom spillway with a vertical-lift gate powered by a hydraulic system and a siphon 
spillway discharging at 430.15m. The plant is rated at 24MW and has a head of 24m. A 
refurbishment was started in 2008. The dam is accessible from both sides of the river and 
currently the roads are being refurbished to withstand high flood situations. The crew is 
stationed at Sveg and will reach the plant within 3 hours after a problem is noted 

5.4.2  Conditions affecting the needed design for a back-up 
system 

The dam has a fast rise time but as the water level rises the siphon gate will reduce the 
speed giving OC a longer response time. The large discharge capacity of the gates and 
two different maneuvering systems makes for a good redundancy during normal and high 
flows. Since the dam has a fast rise time and large distance between the dam and the 
starting point of the crew, a backup system should be available at Halvfari and some parts 
of it should be remote or surface level controlled. A failure of the hoisting system of the 
tainter gates makes for a long down time since the rack and pinion are old and finding 
spare parts might be hard. 
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5.4.3  Back-up system in place 

5.4.3.1 Electrical backup system 

The switching yard is connected to two independent outer grids. A diesel generator will 
provide power incase of outer power failure giving a redundancy in the electrical supply. 
Two separate cable feeds will go to each of the gatehouses. A 24VDC system, with 
inverters (UPS), will also be installed in the new gatehouse increasing the redundancy 
even more. A mobile generator supplying the mechanical backup system is also available 
on site. 

5.4.3.2 Hydraulic backup system 

A 230VAC hydraulic pump will be able to power the hydraulic system. A hand pump 
will also be available to the crew. The possibility to use a mobile hydraulic system is also 
available. 

5.4.3.3 Mechanical backup system 

As a backup a mobile motor is available to power the two tainter gates.  

5.4.4  Evaluation of the system 

The backup system will be well built giving a good redundancy. A large part of the focus 
of backup system is in the electrical backup with independent backup systems for both 
the hydraulic and mechanical system. Installing lifting eyes on the gates would be good 
but during extreme floods the roads have a high probability of being washed over, this 
might lead to difficulties for heavy vehicles accessing the site.  

5.5  Furudal 

5.5.1  Short description of the site 

The dams of Furudal, lying in the 
river Oreälven, support the lake 
Tranunsjön with a power plant just 
northeast of the village of Furudal in 
the community of Rättvik. A 1km 
long intake canal guides the flow to 
the plant. The Furudal plant is the 
third plant in Oreälven, 45 km 
upstream lies the Noppikoski hydro 
power plant and another 10 km 
upstream lies the Vässinkoski plant 
as the first in the system. After the 
Furudal power plant, Oreälven flow 
for another 40km, passing three 
powerplants, before joining the 
Dalälven in Siljan. The main dam is 
accessible from both sides of the 
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river and the power plant can be reached by a road parallel to the canal. The crew consists 
of 6 persons stationed in Orsa with ten dams in their area where three are class 1 dams. 
The response time is approximated to be 1.5 hours. 
The Furudal dams are made up of a regulation dam in the riverbed and a embankment 
dam in a small stream at the western end of the lake. The plant is rated at 3.6MW and has 
a head of 18.5m. The regulation dam is marked as consequence class 2 and the 
embankment dam is marked as class 1B. The embankment dam is a moraine fill dam and 
has a small tube through it to enable the small constant discharge into the stream. The 
main dam is a moraine fill dam with a 30m long concrete part in the middle containing 
four surface spillways with three tainter gates powered by a shared hydraulic systems 
with individual 400VAC pumps and one vertical-lift gate maneuvered by a hydraulic 
jack.. 

5.5.2  Conditions affecting the needed design for a back-up 
system 

The rise time is moderate and the core level is over 1 meter above the retention level. 
This gives the crew an adequate response time and the crew has time to handle most 
scenarios taken into account that personnel will be stationed at site during high flood 
situations. Each gate will be able to handle the unit’s discharge at retention level giving a 
good redundancy during normal operations. During the dam breach at Noppikoski, one of 
the most serious dam breaches in Swedish dam history, an inflow of 280m3/s caused the 
water level to rise to 218.56m being just 24cm from the core. If a remote controlled 
system had not been installed a dam breach would have occurred at Furudal as well. As 
an electrical backup a diesel or a battery system would both work since both have their 
advantages. Backup for the hydraulic system is easily installed with the possibility of 
plugging in of a mobile hydraulic system. 

5.5.3  Back-up system in place after refurbishment 

5.5.3.1 Electrical backup 

Two exterior grids are available for the power supply. A diesel generator with an 
automatic start is available if the ordinary power fails. A DC backup system can also 
power the actuation system. Two separate cable feeds to the gatehouse creates a 
redundancy.  

5.5.3.2 Hydraulic backup 

A backup DC pump will be available for powering each of the tainter gates. A hand pump 
is also available at the gatehouse. A mobile hydraulic system can be plugged into the 
cylinders. No backup is available for the vertical lift gate. 

5.5.3.3 Mechanical backup 

The three tainter gates have lifting eyes installed and can be lifted using a lifting crane. 
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5.5.4  Evaluation of the system 

The backup for the discharge system is well built. A problem with the hydraulic tank 
might lead to problem since it supplies the three tainter gates and therefore is a key 
component. The mobile hydraulic system and the lifting crane reduce that problem but 
both of those actions take time to implement. 

5.6  Fjällrämmen 

5.6.1  Short description of the site 

The Fjällrämmen dam is situated 20 km northeast of 
Hagfors in Värmland. The dam lies in 
Liljendalsälven which is a branch of the Svartälven 
and is included in the Gullspångsälven river system 
flowing out into Vänern. The dam is accessible by 
two roads, one good road from the south and a more 
difficult one from the south. Upstream of 
Fjällrämmen there are two dams, the closest to 
Fjällrämmen is an overflow dam but the one further 
upstream is regulated with gates. A small lake is 
situated 4 km downstream of the dam.  
The Fjällrämmen dam is marked as a consequence 
class 1B dam. The dam is an embankment dam 
across the river with a concrete part on the right 
hand side containing three spillways, two surface 
spillways with vertical-lift gates maneuvered by a 
shared hydraulic system powered by a 400VAC 
pump and one bottom spillway with vertical-lift 
gates maneuvered by hydraulic system and powered 
by a 400VAC pump. The Fjällrämmen dam is 
regulated to provide the Liljedal power plant which 
is rated at 0.25MW and a head of 23m through an access canal.  

5.6.2  Conditions affecting the needed design for a back-up 
system 

The dam has a very slow rise time making for a small demand on the backup system. The 
large reservoir in combination with a core level 50 cm above the retention level further 
decreases the need, but since the dam is a class 1 dam it must contain a backup system 
according to RIDAS. Since the northern part of Värmland contains many small dams an 
electric backup system with automatic start by either batteries or a backup generator on 
site is recommended.  
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5.6.3  Back-up system in place 

5.6.3.1 Electrical backup system 

A backup DC system with a 24V battery pack is installed, able to perform closing and 
opening 5 times for any of the gates and also able to supply the dam computer and remote 
control system for at least 48 hours without recharging. 

5.6.3.2 Hydraulic backup system 

Each hydraulic system has a 24VDC pump as a backup. The two hydraulic systems can 
also be powered by a hand pump. A mobile hydraulic system can be plugged into each of 
the gates cylinders. 

5.6.3.3 Mechanical backup system 

The actuation systems for the gates have no mechanical backup system. 

5.6.4  Evaluation of the system 

The Fjällrämmen dam has a backup actuation system that covers the recommendations 
from RIDAS. The slow rise time and high core level gives the OC good time to react. 

5.7  Laforsen 

5.7.1  Short description of the site 

The Laforsen dam is situated 65km east of the town Sveg 
along the road between Sveg and Ljusdal.  The dam lies in 
the river Ljusnan as the last of a set of seven plants below the 
large regulating dam at Svegsjön. On the downstream side of 
the Laforsen dam Ljusnan enters a section which should act 
as an unregulated stream from the power plant down to 
Järvsö 60km downstream meaning it should always have a 
constant minimum discharge. This makes for large demands 
on the reregulation abilities of the discharge equipment.  
The dam lies close to a big road on the left-hand side and is 
also accessible from the right. The operations crew is 
stationed 30km to the south-east in the town of Färila. The crew consists of 6 persons and 
is responsible for 5 dams, with Krokströmmen as a second class 1 dam, the other dams 
are marked as class 2. The crew’s response time approximated to be 1,5 hours.  
The dam is marked as a consequence class 1A dam. It is a moraine fill dam with concrete 
part in the riverbed containing four spillways with tainter gates, a sealed log-driving 
spillway, four gatehouses and a powerhouse. The plant is rated at 58MW with a head of 
35m. Gates 1, 3 and 4 are maneuvered by a rack and pinion hoist and gate 2 is powered 
by a hydraulic system. Gate 2 can only be maneuvered locally or by KAS.  
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5.7.2  Conditions affecting the needed design for a back-up 
system 

Since the dam acts as a reregulator of the water with a constant minimum discharge, a 
short response time is needed to ensure a constant flow. The long distance for the 
operations crew calls for a good automation system, able to endure until the crew arrives. 
A relatively fast rise time is countered by a core which lies high above the retention level. 
Each gate is able to handle the unit’s discharge making for a good mechanical 
redundancy during normal operations. Two different maneuvering systems increase the 
mechanical stability.  

5.7.3  Back-up system in place  

5.7.3.1 Electrical backup 

The local net is connected to two different outer grids with redundant cable feeds. A 
diesel generator is available with separate cable feeds to the gatehouses. 

5.7.3.2 Mechanical backup 

The three rack and pinion maneuvered gates each have a dual motor with automatic 
switching in-between. The possibility of lifting the gates with a crane has also been 
installed. 

5.7.3.3 Hydraulic backup 

The KAS system for gate 2 is powered by a nitrogen gas. At a given water level an 
electric pulse is sent opening a valve which lets nitrogen into the system increasing the 
pressure to a preset value and thereby lifting the gate to a certain level. 

5.7.4  Evaluation of the system 

Two different maneuvering systems and different ways of powering the systems gives a 
high probability of ensuring the needed discharge. The reregulation capability would 
have been stronger with a battery powered discharge for one of the gates but from a dam 
safety perspective the powersystem is strong enough since parts of the system require no 
constant electrical power to work.  
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6  Checklist 

6.1  Questions to think about when choosing backup 
system 

1. What is the consequence class of the dam? 

2. Which types of backup systems are installed on the dam and on other dams in the 
vicinity?  

3. How many spillways are there and how large is their discharge capacity? 
  

4. Which types of lifting systems are/will be installed and how can they be 
strengthened? 

5. How long does it take the water surface level to reach the core level during high 
flow situations? 

6. What is the response time for the crew during high flow situations?  

7. How is the local electrical system built and how can its reliability be increased? 

8. What equipment should be powered by the backup system and how much power 
is needed? 

9. Is the backup system required to perform quick regulation, several regulations and 
be able to perform during a long time? 

10. Is there a need for the access roads and the dam be reinforced to be able to handle 
a high flow situation?  
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6.2  Explanation to why the questions are important   

1. RIDAS prescribes that an automated backup discharge system is to be installed on 
all class 1A and 1B dams. On consequence class 2 dams RIDAS recommends that 
a backup system is installed. RIDAS has no recommendations for class 3 dams. 

2. By looking at the discharge systems installed on the other dams serviced by the 
same crew and choosing similar systems, the transfer of knowledge becomes 
simpler and the chance that the crewman arriving at the site knows how to 
maneuver the gates is increased.  The possibility of using a shared stock of spare 
part might decrease the costs running costs. 

3. If there are several gates the demands of the discharge system for each gate is 
decreased since with several gates installed the possibility of some of them 
working is increased. The most common need for a fast change is during a fast 
stop of the power plant. If the each gate of the dam can’t discharge the rates 
turbine flow several gates have to work in case of a fast stop. 

  
4. What types of strengthening that can be done to the system depends on the type of 

system that is installed. Mechanical systems are totally depending on the motor 
and driving system. A redundancy can be built around the motor but it is hard and 
expensive to install parallel driving lines. Hydraulic systems have the advantage 
that redundancy to get by installing an extra pump and by creating the possibility 
of coupling a mobile system to the piston. The possibility of installing lifting eyes 
and enabling the gate to be lifted by a lifting crane should be investigated. If a 
variety of different lifting systems are installed the risk for a common caused 
unknown error is reduced. 

5. see 6 
6. If the rise time is shorter than the response time a battery powered backup 

solution should be chosen. If they are about the same an automatic system with a 
lower reliability can be chosen and if the response time is much shorter than the 
rise time a manually started backup system can be considered sufficient 

7. Separate cable paths with physical separation should be installed on all dams. 
separate systems with individual electrical feeds reduces the risk of a transient or 
other faults to spread through the whole system. It's always an advantage to have 
several different power sources and separate backup power for each gate.  

8. see 8 
9. It is important to fit the backup power system to the needs of the dam. A battery 

powered system has a limited energy capacity and a battery that has become 
totally unloaded loses capacity. For battery systems also recommended to have 
heated gatehouses to increase the life time of the battery. A backup generator has 
the great advantage of being able refuel and therefore has the ability to supply the 
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dam during longer blackouts, thus for large power needs for long periods of time a 
generator is recommended.. An over dimensioned system can be as wrong as an 
under dimensioned. A generator working at a too small load can become sooty 
and the systems can become clogged.  

10. The dam's availability during high flow situations affects the possibilities for the 
crew to handle problems and to connect mobile solutions. To reach the dam by car 
or truck is vital for transporting fuel to a backup generator.  
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7  Discussion and Analysis 

7.1  Conditions affecting the design for back-up systems 

7.1.1  Dam type 

In modern time no dam breach due to overtopping of a concrete dam has occurred, the 
last one happened in 1935. A dam breach due to overtopping of embankment dams is the 
most common dam breach for that dam type. The breach at Noppikoski is a local example 
of it. It is therefore more acceptable although not desirable for a concrete dam to be 
overtopped, it should be noted that overtopping might lead to erosion problems on the 
downstream side. Embankment dams are built to handle a water level up to the core level 
(CL). With a level above the core the probability of a dam breach is very high and 
therefore the water level should never rise above it. The leeway of the dam system is the 
distance between the retention level and the core level Embankment dams with spillway 
systems most often have a concrete dam part and by building that segment lower than the 
embankment dam, or by having the upper side of the gate on a level just above the 
retention level, an overtopping might be allowed, if the risk of consequences on the side 
can be said to be low. By allowing an overtopping of the dam the requirements of 
extremely fast actions is decreased. If an overtopping of the spillway gate is to be allowed 
the gate must be dimensioned for overtopping and the actuation system must be able to 
lift a gate which is overtopped.  

7.1.2  Flow data 

The rise time for different flows in combination with the distance between RL and CL 
decides the time span for solving the problem. Short rise times makes the demands on the 
backup system harsher and in those cases a battery system should be chosen in front of a 
motor generator due to its’ greater starting reliability.  

Extremely high floods have a long growth time, in the models it is expected to peak after 
approx 14 days, giving meteorologist the possibility for a correct assessment and the OC 
a good possibility to call out the crew. During the 10 000 year flood Class 1 dams are 
expected to be able to be manned at all time if the dam has a discharge system requiring 
it. A high flow e.g. a 100 year flood in combination with pelting rain and storms arriving 
when Fortum are unprepared and also causing a power failure is a scenario that is almost 
equally dangerous to the dam since the dam can be assumed to be unmanned, at least at 
the beginning of the scenario, this puts high demands on the electrical backup system. 
The unit’s discharge is the absolute minimum the discharge system should be able to 
handle quickly since the turbine can shut down anytime during any scenario. It could be 
said that it is quite likely that it will occur during high floods and extreme rain situations. 

If run of the river plants are placed with a short distance between each other the 
operations of one plant will have a large affect on the neighboring dams. Channel waves 
are a problem that might occur with fast changes of the discharge. One has to take into 
account if there is any event on the upstream side which might lead to a large inflow into 
the reservoir (a fast increase of the discharge, a landslide or a dam breach etc.) and how 
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that will affect our dam. It is also important to look at how the river and how dams on the 
downstream side will be affected. The distance between the dams is another governing 
factor. If the distances are short and the discharge can be changed rapidly, routines for the 
operations of the gates and instructions for those who handle the discharge of the system 
becomes very important. 

7.1.3  Gates 

If the dam has several gates which can discharge more than the units discharge the need 
for several gates to work at the same time is decreased since if one isn’t working another 
one might. The discharge system has to be able to handle a 10000 year flood at RL and 
since a high water level is possible an additional safety is built into the system, especially 
during high flow where it can be assumed that some of the gates are at least partially 
opened when the peak arrives.  

The lifting force needed depends upon the gate type and its design, if the gate is designed 
to withstand overflow even larger lifting force is needed. Vertical-lift gates require a 
larger lifting force than tainter gates. Not all of the discharge capacity needs to be remote 
or water level controlled, if the dam is to be manned during high floods or if there is a 
strategy to ensure that the discharge requirements can be met the demands on the 
automation and control system are lowered. The effects on upstream and downstream 
dams should be taken into consideration as well.  

By mounting lifting eyes on the gates a totally redundant lifting system is possible if a 
lifting crane can access the dam.  

7.1.4  Availability and response 

If the results of the water level measurements are inaccurate or if the information doesn’t 
reach OC there is a large risk that wrong decisions will be made. The detection time of an 
error varies greatly depending on the error type and the routines in OC. The personnel 
force’s composition and their placement and distance to the dam decides its' possibilities 
to solve a problem and the time it takes for them to solve it. Is the group able to endure a 
constant manning during high floods and are all the personnel up to date on the 
equipment at each dam. By using similar technical solutions for dams in the same area 
the handling and the transfer of knowledge will become simpler.  

The access roads and their layout is another important issue. If there are several roads 
leading to the dam and they are trafficable during high flood situations the possibilities 
for the operations crew to reach the dam increases. Since many backup solutions require 
personnel in place it becomes crucial. To be able to use a lifting crane to lift the gates the 
dam structure must be dimensioned to withstand the loads. This goes for mobile 
hydraulic and electric systems as well but in those cases the hose or the cable can be 
dragged along the dam. 
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7.1.5  Electric system 

The need for electric backup depends on the reliability of which the outer grid can supply 
the local grid. If the dam can be supplied by several separate outer grids the dependency 
on one grid is decreased and the operational reliability is increased. Through several 
physically separated cable paths and by having the different maneuvering system placed 
apart the system becomes more protected against outer influences such as electrical 
transients and fires. If the generator can be run in in-house turbine operation the system 
will be able to endure long disruptions of the power grid which can occur during large 
storms.  

Factors such as rise time, time until the CL and the personnel’s response time are crucial 
when choosing the backup system. A motor generator can supply the system during a 
long time if fuel is available, but the probability of the automatic start of the motor is as 
low as 95.7% which is very low. Battery systems have a much higher reliability, 
99,785%. For dams with a fast rise time or a long response time a battery backup system 
should therefore be chosen. The drawback of batteries is their short lifespan, a limited 
energy capacity and the large amount of room they require. A total discharge of a battery 
decreases its lifetime and it is hard to reload an empty battery. By connecting an inverter 
to the battery system it is possible to use AC motors which then have two different power 
supplies increasing the redundancy.  

When dimensioning the backup power system it is important to know which scenarios 
that might arise and tailor the system to fit the needs. When installing batteries one needs 
to remember than the communication and surveillance system is run continually whilst 
the gate maneuvering is done periodically. An over dimensioned motor generator might 
get problems it becoming sooty leading to lower efficiency or a breakdown. It is therefore 
crucial to decide which applications should be prioritized, heating of gates and 
gatehouses have high energy consumption but an ice-bound gate can not be moved at all. 
Batteries and hydraulic systems work best at a constant temperature which also calls for 
heating of the gatehouse.  

7.1.6  Mechanical lifting system   

Mechanical lifting systems are dependent on the motor and the driving system to work. 
Installing a backup driving system is very hard and calls for a completely separate 
system, this gives a good redundancy but is very expensive and therefore seldom done. 
On many of the drivingsystems a handpump can be used a backup for the motor, this is 
very time consuming and can therefore not be considered a sufficient backup. An 
electrical machine supply the handpump and thereby increasing the maneuvering speed is 
a good solution but requires personnel at the site for the switching between motor and 
handpump. A dual electric motor with automatic switching such as the one in Laforsen 
(DEMAG) can be installed and thereby a backup system which doesn’t require personnel 
in place is available, this is a cheaper way to increase the reliability than changing to a 
hydraulic lifting system. 
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7.1.7  Hydraulic lifting system  

The advantage of a hydraulic comparing with a mechanical lifting system is that the 
hydraulic system is better suited for fast changes in the discharge. Another great 
advantage is that it is much simpler to install backup systems to a hydraulic system. A 
additional pump can easily be installed and using the handpump requires far les work 
than on a mechanical system. If problem arise further down the chain a mobile unit can 
be plugged directly to the ram if a coupling on the ram has been mounted. A gas driven 
pressure increase can be achieved by installing a gas driven backup system as in 
Laforsen. 
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8  Appendix 

8.1  Fault trees 
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8.2  Discharge system layout  
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8.3  Actuation forces required  

When deciding the required actuation force of the gate several aspects have to be taken 
into account. The weight of the gate, the water load and the frictional forces as well as the 
suction force for vertical-lift gates all determine the force required. The safety factor 
should be 1.5 to ensure maneuverability. [11] 

8.3.1  Vertical-lift gates 

Fres = 1.5 · (FS + FG + Fsuc+ W)  
Where: 
 Freq = the force required from the actuation system [N] 
 W = the weight of the gate [N] 
 FS = friction force from the seal [N]  
  FS = µS · L · KP

  KP = the sealing force [N/m] = ρ · g · (H-h/2) · w  
Where  
µS = the friction coefficient for the seal 

 L = the length of the seal[m] 
H = The height of the water column [m] 
 h = the height of the part of the gate 
subject to the water[m] 
 H = h for a surface spillway 

ρ = the density of water [Kg/m3] 
 w = the width of the bearing in contact with water

FG = Friction from the gate [N] (sliding friction or 
friction from wheel bearings)  
For wheel bearings 
FG = F1 + F2 + F3

For slide bearings 
FG = PV · µB 

Approximated to 
F1 = bearing friction = µB · Pv· r/R 
F2 = Seal friction on the wheel [N] = 2 · n · 1/R 
F3 = rolling friction resistance [N]= Pv · 0,002 · 1/R 
Pv = the water load on the gate [N] = ρ · g · (H-h/2) · W·h  
Where 
µB = the friction coefficient for the bearing 
r = inner radius of the wheel [m] 
R = outer radius of the wheel [m] 
W = width of the gate [m] 
n = number of wheels 

Fsuc = Suction force [N] (only when calculating required opening force) 
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  Approximated to 
  Fs = 4·10^4 ·W·T 
  Where  
  W = width of the gate [m] 
  T = thickness of the gate [m] 

8.3.2  Segment gates 

Fres = 1.5 · (MB + MW + MS)/Rlift

Where: 
 MB = Torque caused by bearing friction [Nm]  
  MB = RB · Pv · µB

   Where 
RB = Radius of the bearing [m] 

 Pv = The water load on the gate (see vertical lift gate)[N] 
µB = The friction coefficient of the bearing 

 MW = Torque caused by the weight of the gate[Nm] 
MW =W * l 

  Where 
  W = m * g 

l = length of the torque arm 
 MS = Torque caused by seal friction [Nm] 
  MS = µS * KP * rg  
  Where 
  µS = the friction coefficient for the seal 

KP = the sealing force [N/m]  
Rlift = radius of the gate [m] 


